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Introduction 

Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 

examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates.  

The reports will include a general commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects 

examined in the questions and highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. 

The reports will also explain aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether 

through a lack of knowledge, poor examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable 

reason.  

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 

highlight, these questions have not been included in the report.  

A full copy of the question paper and the mark scheme can be downloaded from OCR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Would you prefer a Word version?  

Did you know that you can save this PDF as a Word file using Acrobat Professional?  

Simply click on File > Export to and select Microsoft Word 

(If you have opened this PDF in your browser you will need to save it first. Simply right click anywhere on 
the page and select Save as . . . to save the PDF. Then open the PDF in Acrobat Professional.) 

If you do not have access to Acrobat Professional, there are a number of free applications available that 
will also convert PDF to Word (search for PDF to Word converter). 
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Unit 4 series overview 

The overall level of response was similar to the examination series before January 2021, meaning the 

general standard was good, with the vast majority of candidates attempted all the questions, and 

answering them well. There was however a clear divide in the number of students were able to address 

the level of response questions. Only a minority of candidates were able to achieve Level 3 responses, 

this was more evident on questions with the higher order thinking skills e.g., analyse and evaluate. 

Questions 3b, 4dii and 4f were more challenging questions and this was reflected by the fact they were 

only answered well by a fraction of candidates. 

As with previous series some candidates used the additional pages to continue their responses, with 

most indicating that they had done so. It was clear that candidates had sufficient time to complete the 

paper, and where questions were left blank this was almost certainly due to inability to answer the 

question rather than lack of time.  

Candidates who did well on this paper 
generally did the following: 

Candidates who did less well on this paper 
generally did the following: 

• answer all questions 

• achieved a high percentage of the point-based 
questions 

• provided Level 2 or Level 3 responses on the 
level of response (LOR) questions 

• addressed all parts of LOR questions e.g., 
explain the causes and risk factors. 

 

• didn’t answer all the questions 

• bullet pointed LOR questions 

• confused biological systems e.g., muddled up 
functions of the liver. 
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Question 1 (a) 

Very few candidates identified all structures of the ear correctly. Stapes and middle ear were the 

structures that were most frequently identified. A less commonly identified structure was the organ of 

Corti.  

Question 1 (b) (i) 

This was a less well answered question. Some candidates selected responses from Question 1(a).
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Question 1 (b) (ii) 

Most candidates were able to identify the “optic nerve” as the correct response. 

Question 1 (c) 

This question was well answered by the candidates. Nearly all candidates scored 2 or more marks on 

this question, with cell body and myelin sheath correctly linked to their descriptions. 
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Question 1 (d) (i) 

Most candidates correctly identified “ageing” as a possible cause of glaucoma. Exposure to UV light was 

a  frequent incorrect response. 

 

Question 1 (d) (ii) 

Many candidates answered this question correctly. Those who didn’t gave responses provided in 

Question 1(d) (i). 
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Question 1 (e) 

 Few candidates successfully described the symptoms and effects of glaucoma. Many candidates gave 

vague responses about blurred vision, without linking to the loss of peripheral vision. Many candidates 

incorrectly discussed the impact on daily life, this was not required in this question.  

Assessment for learning 

Centres should encourage their candidates to de-construct questions before writing their 
response; they should circle the command word and underline the key focus of the question 
(describe, symptoms and effects – in this instance). By doing this it may focus their response. 
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Question 2 (a) (i) 

This was a well answered question, with the majority of candidates correctly identifying X as the correct 

response. 
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Question 2 (a) (ii) 

Very few candidates achieved 3 or more marks for this question. Care needs to be taken to make sure 

that candidates understand the flow of blood through the heart, through a full cardiac cycle.  
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Question 2 (b) 

The vast majority of candidates performed well on this question, scoring 2 to 4 marks. Some candidates 

confused ADP/ATP and aerobic/anaerobic. Many candidates gave lactic acid as a waste product.  

 

Question 2 (c) (i) 

Very well answered, with a high percentage of candidates achieving full marks on this question. Chest 

pains and breathlessness were common responses. 
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Question 2 (c) (ii) 

Performance on this question was mixed with candidates struggling to explain in sufficient depth to 

achieve Level 3. Often causes and risk factors were identified, without any real explanation. Some 

candidates did answer this question incredibly well, by explaining about atheromas and the impact on 

blood flow to cardiac tissue and how cigarettes increase the likelihood of them forming and blood clots. 

 

Question 2 (d) (i) 

Many candidates simply discussed blood clots and atheromas again.  Few knew how to outline 

haemorrhagic strokes. 

 

Question 2 (d) (ii) 

Very well answered, regular exercise, reducing fat within the diet and stopping smoking were frequent 

correct answers. 
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Question 2 (e) 

Candidates continue to confuse treatment and lifestyle changes. It is vital that for future exam series that 

candidates understand the difference between them.  

Misconception 

Lifestyle changes are things the individual can do to improve their condition e.g., reducing 
stress, whereas treatments are procedures or medication provided by medical professionals 
e.g., angioplasty or warfarin medication. 
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Question 3 (a) 

Many responses were vague, often repeating the same reason for multiple responses. Increased mucus 

and narrowed lumen were the most common incorrect response. 
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Question 3 (b) 

Some candidates were able to evaluate the use of inhalers, covering both the strengths and issues. 

However, only a small minority were able to evaluate drugs taken as tablets or powders or injections. 

This resulted in only a very small proportion achieving a Level 3 response. Many candidates continued to 

misinterpret the command verb “evaluate”, they frequently describe treatments e.g., describing how 

inhalers work, rather than the strengths and weaknesses. 

Assessment for learning 

When teaching the treatments for malfunctions, it is recommended that strengths and 
weaknesses are covered. 
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Question 4 (a) (i) 

This was a well answered question, with most candidates providing the correct answer. 
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Question 4 (a) (ii) 

Again, this was a well answered question, with the majority of candidates achieving 2 marks. 

 

Question 4 (b) 

Most candidates successfully outlined mechanical and chemical digestion. Some candidates included in 

their response the role of the stomach, which was not creditable. 

 

Question 4 (c) (i) 

A well answered question, with stomach pain a common correct answer. 
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Question 4 (c) (ii) 

Some responses were too vague, often just listing food types without identifying that they were triggers. 

 

Question 4 (c) (iii) 

Changing diet was a common response, unfortunately this was too vague. Linking the changes to the 

avoidance of triggers was required.  

 

Question 4 (d) (i) 

The majority of candidates provided incorrect response to this question. Emulsifying fat molecules was 

the most common response. 
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Question 4 (d) (ii) 

This was the most commonly unanswered question. Some candidates gained marks for identifying 

functions of the liver e.g., deamination and detoxification, but the discussion of these processes was 

often confused.  

 

Question 4 (e) 

Most candidates provided at least 2 correct responses, with “ultrafiltration takes place in the Bowman’s 

capsule of kidney nephrons” being the most frequent incorrect response. 
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Question 4 (f) 

The majority of candidates struggled with this question, with most achieving 0 or Level 1 marks. 

Candidates often focused their response on the liver, rather than the kidneys. Some candidates gained 

credit for identifying that genetics is a risk factor. Very few candidates identified that the condition related 

to the loss of protein into the urine.  

 

Question 5 (a) 

Some candidates clearly had a lack of knowledge on joint types. Very few candidates gave the correct 

response, and many said things like “the neck”. 

Assessment for learning 

Candidates need to be taught the correct terminology for types of joints from the specification 
and be able to identify where they are in the body. 
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Question 5 (b) (i) 

 

Question 5 (b) (ii) 

 

Question 5 (b) (iii) 

Question 5 (b) (iv) 

The Questions 5(b)(i) to 5(b)(iv) were well answered, with the majority of candidates getting all four 

questions right. The most common issues were confusing ligament and tendon for Question 5(b)(iv). 
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Question 5 (c) 

Many candidates achieved a Level 2 response to this question, but few achieved a Level 3. This was 

due to them not making the link between the cause and the symptoms. Candidates should make sure 

that they address the stem of the question to achieve Level 3 responses. 

Question 5 (d) 

Physiotherapy was a very common correct response, although some candidates only achieved 1 mark 

as they did not elaborate on how it reduces symptoms 
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